CME MESSENGER FOR THE TRADER

INTELLIGENT, RELIABLE AND ACCESSIBLE INSTANT MESSAGING

CME Messenger is an advanced instant messaging platform designed specifically for commodity traders and brokers. By combining intelligent parsing technology, a highly-collaborative environment, a secure network and a seamless integration with CME Direct, CME Messenger helps you trade more efficiently.

Like CME Direct, CME Messenger is available for free to our institutional customer base of traders, brokers and futures commission merchants.

Benefits

• Fast – Price complex options strategies in seconds without leaving the chat window using our bundled service or your own proprietary models. Spot opportunities and react instantly.

• Focused – Use our Monitors and Message Prioritizer to be alerted to what you deem important while ignoring time-consuming distractions.

• Intelligent – Separate markets from conversations, convert text to data, capture critical market information and use it.

• Organized – Configure your workstation using multiple views, fonts and priorities for maximum efficiency and usability.

• Consolidated – Link your AIM, Yahoo, Twitter and Microsoft IM profiles for IM network aggregation from a single instant messaging application.

CME Messenger also provides quick and easy access to chat logs, along with features such as message prioritization, quick searches and much more. Our IM platform is easy to install and fully supported by nearly every corporate compliance application, so all logs are fully captured and compliant.

To sign up or upgrade today, contact messengersales@cmegroup.com.
Futures trading is not suitable for all investors, and involves the risk of loss. Futures are a leveraged investment, and because only a percentage of a contract’s value is required to trade, it is possible to lose more than the amount of money deposited for a futures position. Therefore, traders should only use funds that they can afford to lose without affecting their lifestyles. And only a portion of those funds should be devoted to any one trade because they cannot expect to profit on every trade. All examples in this brochure are hypothetical situations, used for explanation purposes only, and should not be considered investment advice or the results of actual market experience.

The information within this brochure has been compiled by CME Group for general purposes only and has not taken into account the specific situations of any recipients of this brochure. CME Group assumes no responsibility for any errors or omissions. All matters pertaining to rules and specifications herein are made subject to and are superseded by official CME, NYMEX and CBOT rules. Current CME/CBOT/NYMEX rules should be consulted in all cases before taking any action.